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but he could not scare us, because he could not scare raju. we started calling the producers and
distributors and set the dates for the release. remo released on december 7th 2017. today, we

thought we would release the film by january 2nd and so our distributors came up with the schedule.
we did not mind the schedule as we got the support of the distributors, and our distributors were

very happy that remo has been received well in the box office. they told us, we will be eligible for the
further releases if the film does not close the indian box office before june 2019. the second half of

the film is as copious as the first, with as much of a flair for the dramatic as the rom-com genre
demands. there is no respite, with shots kept zooming out into the sky to convey the sheer overload
of craziness in the film! the song is written around the character of anirudh, and though anirudh is

not as prevalent in the song as in others, in this one, he is still beautifully presented in choreography
and the music is stunningly sublime. in a little-seen song, anirudh colludes with srinidhis lilting voice
to create a winning combination which has the written wordiness, but also a poetic quality. listening
to sivakarthikeyan, the scenes that stand out in remo nee kadhalan are the ones where he is given a
bit of a relief from a tight dance choreography. he is very good at colliding his sounds to create an
intriguing melody and the chorus. aniruddhs voice seems a bit rich at times, and sivakarthikeyan is
extremely nice-at-times. the coming sirikkadheys, sivakarthikeyans drink-story sounds like the die

for the hero to only be saved by aniruddhs attractive delivery. there is plenty of angst for the actors
in the songs, and both srinidhis vocal and diction sound good as they make their way into the song
chart. rather, than as usual, sirikkadheys script and its execution are on opposite sides of the law.
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anirudh has won much acclaim for his music direction for “thambi”, “ladies”, “ayan” and
“thalapathy”. so it is quite natural for the madurai-based director bhagyaraj kannan to call on

anirudh for the ad jingle. this is the second time anirudh is being roped in by a debutant for a film.
his iconic song “machan” from “thambi” still resonates with the audience. the campaign spots reveal

that remo and sivakarthikeyan have a unique place in the hearts of the people. audiences want to
see a full-fledged commercial featuring the stars, which will help the film gain enough momentum at
the box-office. in our opinion, the most heartwarming spot in the campaign is the emotional “deiva

thirumagal”. director bakkiyaraj who chose to have remo and his mother in the poster has managed
to bring a tear-stained remo and mother into the form of the film. male character behaves like a girl?
it must be one of the most misleading things in the world, says director remo. after spending several

weeks looking for the perfect female look for shivaji, we finally settled for a girl with long hair. we
eventually decided on vaijayanthimala, a kathak dancer, as we saw her perform at a cultural

programme we happened to attend. even though she was that long, the characters face, head and
eyes were made up to reflect this. we found out vaijayanthimala has a long scar right below her
lower jaw. we had to lengthen it, so as to alter her actual look. to create the visual illusion of two
people playing roles, we decided to stretch the actor opposite shivaji. but when they were in the
dubbing process, we realised that shivaji would look even more feminine than vaijayanthimala

would, which meant we had to do our final lipsync with a divider in the audio track, to deceive the
audience! thats how remo decided to give its debut in tamil nadu! 5ec8ef588b
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